If you REALLY want to WIN the Hatteras Grand Slam
Tournament, then read below…
9 January 2015: Weather Routing Inc. (WRI) is proud to be the Official Weather
Provider for the Hatteras Grand Slam Tournament! WRI will also be providing
forecasts daily from 08 July through the 11th of July 2015. These forecasts will be
available by visiting the link on the event's webpage, or by visiting this link. Weather
maps and products specifically created for this event are also available at that link.
We at WRI are proud to announce our new Fishing Planner, which is now “live”
and available on SeaWeather by visiting this link. This is an interactive tool that
captains can now use that can be accessed by clicking on the link.
Fishing Planner tab at the top of your account homepage and also through our new
interactive Voyage Planner tab. Once there you will be able to view our high
resolution fishing and weather charts, along with "Hot Spot" overlays, or Prime
Fishing Locations.
Prime Fishing Locations highlight and predict preferred areas that various species
of fish will be present while feeding. Our FishCast will be a consensus of all these
Hot Spots, to then provide a separate chart highlighting the ultimate destination to
go to, known as "preferred and ideal prime fishing locations". Prime Fishing
Location hotspots take into consideration the various parameters that fish prefer ...
extensive research and programming have joined forces to create a product that we
are confident will be useful to subscribers.
If you have not tried or viewed our Fishing Planner before, we encourage you to do
so. We have just added links to two tutorial videos with step by step instructions on
how Fishing Planner works. These can be found near the bottom right hand corner of
the Fishing Planner Page, with links labeled "Tutorial #1" and "Tutorial #2"

About Weather Routing Inc. (WRI): WRI is the world leader in marine weather
forecasting, providing forecasts and routing to a wide variety of clients, including:
races, regattas, rallies, fishing tournaments, yachts, cargo ships, cruise lines, and
marinas. All products are customized to each client and are produced by degreed and
certified meteorologists with over a century of combined experience.
For more information on WRI's products, or if you have any questions about our
services for this event, please email us at wri@wriwx.com, phone us at +1-518-7981110, or visit our website at http://www.wriwx.com. For more information on our
supplemental website SeaWeather, please visit http://www.seaweather.net. You are
invited to follow us on Twitter @weatherrouting and on our Facebook Page.

